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THE HELSON-SARASON-SZEGO THEOREM
AND THE ABEL SUMMABILITY OF THE SERIES
FOR THE PREDICTOR
MOHSEN POURAHMADI1
ABSTRACT.
It is shown that the best linear least squares predictor
of a
stationary stochastic process has a mean Abel summable series representation
in the time domain if its density satisfies the condition of the Helson-SarasonSzego theorem.
This provides an answer to an open question of Wiener and
Masani (1958) in prediction
theory.

1. Introduction.
Let H denote the Hilbert space of complex-valued
variables with zero expectations and finite variances. The inner product

random
in H is

defined by (X,Y) = EXY,X,Y eH.
An important problem in the theory of linear least squares prediction of a purely
nondeterministic
weakly stationary stochastic process (WSSP) {Xn}^^
in H is
to find conditions on its spectral density w such that the best linear least squares
predictor of Xu (y > 1), denoted by Xv, based on the past and present observations,

i.e. Xk, k < 0, can be written as Xv = J2T=oakX-k

= ^mN^ooJ2k^oakx-k,

where a^ = J2j=o cv+jdk-j with Cfcand dk being the fcth Fourier (Taylor) coefficients of 4>and <^_1, respectively, with <f>
being the optimal factor of w, cf. [1, 8j. If
such a representation
for Xv exists, then we say that the best linear least squares
predictor of the process has a mean-convergent autoregressive series representation

in the time domain [8].
It was first shown by Wiener and Masani

(1)

[8] in 1958 that if

0 < c < w < d < oo,

a.e. (Leb.),

then Xu has a mean-convergent autoregressive series representation.
Later, Masani
[5] weakened the severe boundedness condition in (1) and replaced it by

(2)

w<EL°°

and

w~l S L1.

For 1 < p < oo, Lp (Hp) denotes the usual Lebesgue (Hardy) space of functions on
the unit circle in the complex plane and for a density function w, L2(w) stands for
the Hilbert space of measurable functions / on the unit circle with J" \f\2w dO <
CO.

Masani's condition w G L°° is also restrictive.
and Szego [2] the author has shown [6] that if
(3)

By using a deep result of Helson

w = eu+i,
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where u and v are bounded real-valued functions with ||i>||oo < 7r/2, then Xv has
a mean-convergent autoregressive series representation
in the time domain. It is
easy to check that densities w exist which satisfy (3) but for which w £ L°°, cf. [6].
This shows that the boundedness condition in (2) can be relaxed.
Both conditions (2) and (3) require that w~l G L1. Motivated by a yet open
question of Wiener and Masani [8, p. 123], concerning the summability of the best
linear least squares predictor of a purely nondeterministic
WSSP, in the following
theorem we show that the condition w~l G Ll can be relaxed and replaced by a
weaker condition, if one replaces the requirement of mean-convergence of the linear
predictor by the mean Abel summability of the series involved.

2. THEOREM. Let {Xnj^^L^
spectral density function

be a purely nondeterministic

WSSP with the

w and X„ the best linear least squares predictor

of Xv (y >

1) based on Xk, k < 0. Then, Xv = limr^i Y^k=<jrfcßfcX_fc, if
(4)

w=\P\2eu+i,

where u and v are as in (3) and P is an analytic polynomial of some degree n such
that all of its roots lie on the unit circle in the complex plane.
3. Remarks,
(a) Densities satisfying (3) and (4) were first studied by Helson
and Szego [2] and Helson and Sarason [3] in connection with the following important

problem. Let H(X, 0) = sp{Xfc; k < 0} and Hn(X) = sp{Xfc; k > n}, n = 1,2,....
As a measure of the cosine of the angle between the two subspaces H(X, 0) and
Hn(x) in H define pn = sup \(X, Y)\, where the supremum is taken over all X, Y, as
elements of the unit balls of H(X, 0) and Hn (X), respectively. It is easy to see that
0 < Pn < 1- For fixed n > 1, it is said that H(X, 0) and Hn(X) are at positive angle
if pn < 1. The problem of characterizing WSSP's or densities w such that pn < 1 is
solved in [2] for n = 1 and in [3] for n > 1. The results of these authors, known as
the Helson-Sarason-Szego
theorem, state that pn < 1, if and only if w = \P\2eu+v,
where P is an analytic polynomial of degree n — 1 and u, v are as before. It is easy
to check that a w satisfying (4) does not necessarily have the property w~1 & L1.
(b) Densities w satisfying (4) have the property that w 6 L1 and \P\2/w G L1.
It is of interest to know whether the converse is true. A positive answer will provide
a condition weaker than (4) for the Abel summability of the linear predictor. Also
it is of interest to know whether the mere assumption of pure nondeterminism,
that

is w G L1 and log«; G Ll, will imply the Abel summability of the linear predictor.
Proof of Theorem

2 follows from the next three lemmas.

4. LEMMA. Let {Xn},w
w, 0„ the spectral isomorph

and Xv be as in Theorem 2, <p the optimal factor
of Xv, H2(w) = sp{ein6;n > 0} in L2(w), Pr(9)

of
=

(1 - r2)/(l - 2rcos0 + r2), and <Ar(0)= (Pr * <f>){0),0 < r < 1. Assume that

(5)

£*(,-,)|$>|**S0

for all 0 < r < 1 and —it < 9 < it, where C is constant.

Then:

(a) 4>u is of Nevanlina class and so has Fourier (Taylor) coefficients afc, k > 0
(for the definition of ak 's see §1).
(b) The series for the linear predictor of Xu is mean Abel summable, if and

only i/linv^i

\\J2T=orkakeM " <MU2M = °-
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PROOF. Since <f>vis the spectral isomorph of X„, it belongs to H2(w) and
<pv<j>
G H2. Hence <j>vis of Nevanlina class [9, p. 271] and (a) follows. A similar
argument shows that all functions in H2(w) are of Nevanlina class, this fact is
needed in Lemma 5. (b) is an immediate consequence of the isomorphism between

the time and spectral domains of WSSP; cf. [1, p. 563].
The following lemma is a slightly different version of Theorem

1 of Rosenblum

[7].
5. LEMMA. The Fourier series of all functions in H2(w) are Abel summable
the norm of L2(w), if and only if <p (<j>is the optimal factor of w) satisfies (5).

in

6. LEMMA, (a) If wq = eu+v, with u and v as in (3), then wo. satisfies (5).
(b) If wo is as in (a) and w — \Q\2wo, where Q is a polynomial of some degree

n, then w satisfies (5).

PROOF, (a) It follows from [2, p. 131] that if w0 = eu+i, then the Fourier series
of all functions in H2(wr¡) are convergent in the norm of L2(wr¡). Thus, from the
regularity of the Abel summability method, it follows that the Fourier series of
all functions in H2(wç,) are Abel summable in the norm of L2(wq). That wq =
\4>\2(<pbeing the optimal factor of wq) satisfies (5) is a consequence of Lemma 5.
Therefore, there exists a constant C\ such that f*^ Pr(6 —r)\4>(x)/<pr(x)\2 dx < C\,

for 0 < r < 1 and -n <9 <ir.
(b) By an application of the Fejér-Riesz theorem, it can be assumed that the
polynomial Q is an analytic polynomial of degree n with no zero inside the open

unit disc. Then it is easy to show that with Qr = Pr * Q, \Q(9)/Qr(9)\ < C2, for
some constant C2 and all 0 < r < 1 and —7r < 9 < it. Since w = \Q\2wr¡ — \Q<f>\2
and both Q and <j>are analytic functions, it follows that Pr * (Q4>) — Qr4>r and

¡-„PAO - x)\Q(p(x)IQr4>r\2dx< CxCl, for all 0 < r < 1 and -n < 9 < n.
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